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Instructions

1. Please write down the answers with your logical reasoning.

1 Logical Problems

The following problems could develop the following skills,

(a) clear and consistent thinking

(b) how not to confuse cause and consequence

(c) how to analyse cases carefully with skipping any

(d) how to build a chain of propositions and lemmas properly.

1. Pete’s cat always sneezes before it rains. She sneezed today. “This means it will
be raining,” Pete thinks. Is he right?

2. Peter’s mom said: “All champions are good at math.” Peter says: “I am good at
math. Therefore i am a champion !”. Is his implication right or wrong?

3. There are four cards on the table with the symbols A, B, 4, and 5 written on their
visible sides. What is the minimum number of cards we must turn over to find
whether the following statement is true: “If an even number is written on one side
of a card then a vowel is written on the other side”?

4. A sum of fifteen cents was paid by two coins, and one of these coins was not a
nickel. Find the values of the coins. (note americas use 1 cent (penny), 5 cent
(nickel) and 10 cent (dime) and quarter (25 cent) as coins).

5. Assume that the following statements are true:

(a) among people having TV sets there are some who are not mathematicians;

(b) non-mathematicians who swim in swimming pools every day do not have TV
sets.

Can we claim that not all people having TV sets swim everyday?

6. During a trial in Wonderland the March Hare claimed that the cookies were stolen
by the Mad Hatter. Then the Mad Hatter and the Dormouse gave testimonies
which, for some reason, were not recorded. Later on in the trial it was found out
that the cookies were stolen by only one of these three defendents, and, moreover,
only the guilty one gave true testimony. Who stole the cookies?

7. In a box, there are pencils of at least two different colors, and of two different
sizes. Prove that there are two pencils that differ both in color and in size.

8. There are three urns containing balls: the first one contains two white balls,
the second-two black balls, and the third- a white ball and a black ball. The
labels WW, BB, and WB were glued to the urns so that the contents of no urn
corresponds to its label. Is it possible to choose one urn so that after drawing a
ball from it one can always determine the contents of each urn?

9. Three people -A, B, C- are sitting in a row in such a way that A sees B and C,B
sees only C, and C sees nobody. They were shown 5 caps -3 red and 2 white. They
were blindfolded, and three caps were put on their heads. Then the blindfolds were
taken away and each of the people was asked if they could determine the color
of their caps. After A, and then B, answered negatively, C replied affirmatively.
How was that possible?
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10. Three friends- sculptor White, violinist Black and artist Redhead-met in a cafe-
teria. “It is remarkable that one of us has white hair, another one has black hair,
and the third has red hair, though no one’s name gives the color of their hair”
said the black-haired person. “You are right,” answered White. What color is the
artist’s hair?

And this well known puzzle is special, so I have kept it separate.

Three scholars are riding in a railway car. The train passes through a tunnel for several
minutes, and they are plunged into darkness. When they emerge, each of them sees
that the faces of his colleagues are black with soot that flew in through the open window.
They start laughing at each other, but, all of a sudden, the smartest of them realizes
that his face must be soiled too. How does he arrive at this conclusion?

Two number theory problems suggested by Shailesh Sir for case by case analysis.

1. Prove that the square of any odd number always leaves a remainder 1 when divided
by 4.

2. Prove that the square of any prime number always leaves a remainder 1 when
divided by 12.


